the hole and overlapping problem, methods such as dominant block selection [1] and bilateral motion estimation (ME) [2] , which determine the MV of each non-overlapping block in the interpolated frame, have been employed.
However, if an object in a scene has accelerated or decelerated during the interval between successive frames, the MVs of blocks inside the object can be determined inaccurately. In this case, the conventional MCFI methods produce ghost artifacts by averaging the shifted versions of the object [3] . Moreover, if a moving object in the scene deforms during the frame interval, averaging two versions of the deformed object also produces the ghost artifacts, regardless of the correctness of the object motion.
In this letter, we propose an MCFI method using a parabolic motion (PM) model which determines an asymmetric backward/forward MV pair (MVP) to estimate the true motion trajectory more accurately. To avoid the hole and overlapping problem, we introduce a simple but effective MVP reliability measure by which the most reliable MVP is selected among the estimated neighboring MVPs. By weighing the bidirectional MC blocks in accordance with the possibility of deformation, natural interpolated frames can be produced.
The rest of this letter is organized as follows. Section II presents the proposed algorithm in detail. Section III provides experimental results, and section IV, the conclusion.
II. Proposed MCFI Method
In the proposed method, we exploit a constant acceleration motion model to estimate the true motion trajectory of moving objects. Figure 1 method. When the MV for each block is initially obtained, ME utilizing temporal consistency is proceeded to improve the reliability of the MV. We note that the estimated MV represents the motion of the block during a frame interval. In order to determine an accurate bidirectional MVP at the middle of the interval, PM-based MVP estimation is performed. Figure 2 illustrates how the proposed MVP estimation method obtains a more accurate MVP for the interpolated frame using the PM model, where the horizontal dotted lines represent the block grid on the frames. Let v v can be uniquely determined using the PM model which will be explained later. Since 1/ 2 c n B − , the motioncompensated interpolated (MCI) block, is not aligned with the block grid in most cases, as shown in Fig. 2 , the hole and overlapping problems can take place in the interpolated frame.
To avoid these problems, we re-estimate an MVP ( , ) v v for each grid-aligned block using the proposed MVP reliability measure. Then, each block of the interpolated frame 1 2 n F − is interpolated using its corresponding MC blocks for the MVP.
Motion Estimation Considering Temporal Consistency
Typically, objects in a scene move consistently in a short period of time. In the proposed method, when the MV for each block is initially obtained, the reliability of the MV is examined using the temporal consistency of the motion trajectory that is given by TD v is less than the threshold. In our work, n τ for the frame F n is determined by
where C is a set of all the blocks in a frame. , ,
where P k is the number of overlapping pixels of 1 k n B − , and N is the number of the overlapping blocks.
Bidirectional Motion Vector Pair Estimation for the Interpolated Frame

A. Parabolic Motion Model-Based Motion Vector Estimation
The quadratic equation modeling the PM trajectory is given by 2 2 ( , ) ( , ), c n B − For example, let us consider a scene where a moving object becomes slightly deformed with the static background. Assuming that a block in the interpolated frame is located near the object boundary, the candidate MVPs for the block probably contain both the MVPs for the object and the background. If the MVP representing the object motion passes closest to the center of the block, it can be more adequate for the MVP of the block. However, if geometric displacement is not considered, the MVP representing the background motion is always chosen since the SAD for the static background is much lower than that for the deforming object.
In the proposed MVP reliability measure, the overlap amount P i implies the geometric displacement. The final MVP To improve the video quality of the interpolated frame, the possibility of deformation of bidirectional MC blocks is estimated from the MVP by exploiting the relative length ratio of the MVP. If an MV within an MVP is much shorter than the other MV, its MC block tends to move rigidly. Specifically, the objects in the MC block are translated to the current block without deformation. Thus, an MC block for the shorter MV is regarded to have little possibility of deformation and is weighted more heavily to produce an MCI block.
Let v x and v y be the row and column components of v k , respectively. The length of v k is defined by 2 2 2 [ ] ,
where d t is a constant value representing the time interval for v k . Then, the interpolated frame is obtained by
where
III. Experimental Results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we compared the proposed method to conventional methods, including Choi's [1] and Gan's [4] methods. Since Gan's method was designed for the video decoder where motion information can be extracted from the bitstream, we modified the method to perform ME for the comparison. Various CIF (352×288) test sequences listed in Table 1 were utilized. The constant d t in (11) was set to 1/2, and the block of size 8×8 was used in all the different methods. In order to determine λ in (8) empirically, λ * , which produces the highest average PSNR for the test sequences, is searched in the range [-0.5, 0] with step size 0.05. In this work, λ was determined as -0.15 through the parameter search.
We skipped even frames and performed interpolation with every pair of odd frames. The objective evaluation is compared between the skipped and the interpolated frame in terms of PSNR. Let where W×H is the spatial resolution of the sequence. Table 1 shows the comparison of the average PSNR of the interpolated frames for various test sequences. The proposed method achieves higher PSNR performance than the conventional methods. In the Foreman sequence, Gan's method results in the lowest PSNR even though it also utilizes the acceleration motion model, whereas the proposed method overcomes the weak point of Gan's method by using the adaptive MVP selection. Consequently, the PSNR performance is increased up to about 2 dB. Figure 3 compares the subjective quality of the interpolated frames for the Foreman sequence. Choi's method fails to obtain the accurate MVs so that the severe blocking artifacts are caused as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Gan's method produces better quality frames than the Choi's. However, blockiness artifacts due to MV inconsistency are generated in the interpolated image as shown in Fig. 3(c) . The proposed method achieves higher visual quality without blocking artifacts as opposed to the conventional methods. Table 2 compares the average processing times for the MCFI methods. Choi's method takes a much longer time than the other methods due to segmentation and overlapped block motion compensation. The additional computation of the proposed method is ignorable as compared with Gan's method.
IV. Conclusion
In this letter, we proposed the improved motioncompensated frame interpolation technique for frame rate upconversion. The PM model is exploited to estimate accurate MVPs. To solve the hole and overlapping problems, the MVP for the block on the grid of the interpolated frame is adaptively selected among MVPs obtained by the PM model based on the proposed MVP reliability measure. The adaptive weighted bidirectional interpolation considering block rigidity enhances the final image quality of the interpolated frames. Experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms the conventional methods both objectively and subjectively.
